
USER GUIDE

OUTPOST™

GRILL



SETTING UP YOUR 
ANCHORPOINT™

GRILLING WITH 
YOUR ANCHORPOINT 
OR FIRE PIT

STEP 1 
Choose where you would like 
to set up your Outpost™ grill. 
Be sure to have stabilizing 
GFWX�UJWUJSINHZQFW�YT�^TZWܪ�WJ�

STEP 2 
Insert the end of the post 
opposite the locking 
mechanism into the 
Anchorpoint™ system 
sleeve. Using the other end 
can damage the locking 
mechanism.

STEP 3 
Using the post*, pound 
the Anchorpoint system into 
the ground. Be sure to keep 
sleeve and post vertical 
for maximum stability.
*Do Not Use A Hammer

STEP 4 
Continue pounding until 
the entire spearpoint and 
stabilizing bars are fully 
submerged in the ground.

STEP 1 
Insert the locking mechanism 
end of the post into the sleeve 
TS�^TZWܪ�WJ�UNY�TW�
Anchorpoint™ system.

STEP 2 
Align pegs with notches, 
lower post, & twist to lock.

STEP 3 
Slide locking collar into place 
to lock the post into place. 
Post is positioned correctly 
when locking collar slides 
down into lock mechanism.

STEP 4 
Slide the grill down the post 
and tighten fastener at desired 
MJNLMY��'JKTWJܪ�WXY�ZXJ��HZWJ 
JRUY^�LWNQQ�T[JW�MTYܪ�WJ�KTW 
3-5 minutes. Enjoy!



HOW TO BUILD THE 
ULTIMATE 
SMOKELESS FIRE
STEP 1 
CHOOSE YOUR FUEL. 
Select a firestarter material, like shredded newspaper or cardboard, 
a dry, thinly split softwood for kindling, and a dry, split hardwood for 
^TZW�RFNS�KZJQ��2FPJ�XZWJ�^TZW�KZJQ�NX�QJXX�YMFS��Ŭ�NS�INFRJYJW��+THZX�
on creating as much airflow as possible throughout the whole fire 
building process.

STEP 2  
BUILD A LOG CABIN. 
Start with 2 full-size pieces of cord wood and lay them caddy-cor-
ner on the X Airflow™ system across from each other. Then, lay two 
UNJHJX�TK�PNSIQNSL�UJWUJSINHZQFW�FHWTXX�YMTXJ��+NQQ�YMJ�NSXNIJ�XVZFWJ�
with your firestarter. Continue with the pattern in kindling until it 
approaches the top of your fire pit, filling the center with firestarter 
as you go, if you’re using newspaper or cardboard. If you’re using an-
other type of firestarter, you can place it in the middle when you start 
building, but there’s no need to fill the whole structure with it. Taper 
the “cabin” inward as you get close to the top.

STEP 3 
LIGHT IT UP. 
Using a grill lighter or a long match, light the firestarter at the bottom 
of the log cabin. We do NOT recommend using regular matches, as 
they can be harder to use when you’re reaching into the fire pit.

STEP 4 
FEED THE FLAMES. 
Once you’ve got a tiny blaze going, start adding cord wood without 
disrupting or knocking over the kindling cabin. Starting with smaller 
cord wood pieces and gradually using larger ones as the fire grows, 
lay the pieces toward the perimeter of the bottom of the fire pit. This 
will help your fire spread evenly around your fire pit.

STEP 5 
LET IT BURN OUT. 
When you’re done with your fire, patiently wait for the fire to burn out 
on its own. Don’t pour water on it, and never leave your fire unattend-
ed. If you do need to walk away, always cover with a spark screen 
and make sure there’s nothing near the fire pit that could catch on fire 
or be damaged. Clean out the ashes every 4-5 burns once the fire pit 
cools to maintain airflow and always have a smokeless fire.

&Q\F^X�UWFHYNHJ�XFKJY^ܪ�WXY 
when using the Outpost™ grill 
or kettle hook. When using your 
Breeo®ܪ�WJ�UNY���FHHJXXTWNJX��
exercise the same precautions 
^TZ�\TZQI�\NYM�FS^�TUJSܪ�WJ�

3J[JW�QJF[J�^TZW�'WJJTܪ�WJ�
pit & accessories unattended, 
especially around children and 
pets.

Never use any hammer to drive 
the Outpost™ grill into the 
Anchorpoint™. This may cause 
damage to the post and cause 
the end of the post to stump, 
which will prevent it from being 
able to be inserted into the 
Anchorpoint again.

)T�STY�T[JWܪQQ�^TZW�LWNQQ�TW�PJYYQJ�
hook. Do not exceed 20lbs. of 
weight on the 19 in. grill or kettle 
hook or 40 lbs. of weight on the 
24in. grill or kettle hook.

Be sure that the entire 
Anchorpoint™ system, including 
the stabilizing bars, is ܪWRQ^�
planted in the ground prior to 
use of the grill or kettle hook.

When adjusting the height of 
your grill or kettle hook, or 
swinging it from side to side, 
always wear gloves or use other 
heat protection to avoid burns.

FOR YOUR SAFETY!



USING 
THE BAG
To stow the outpost in its bag, slide the grill into 
the bag with the handle to the corner to ensure 
proper closure. Then, insert the post into the post 
sleeve with the locking mechanism toward the top.

WWW.BREEO.CO
(800) 413-9848
CONTACT@BREEOLLC.COM

Breeo, LLC warrants to the original purchaser that the 
Breeo Fire Pits and Accessories are free from work-
manship and material defects during the lifetime of the 
original purchaser. In addition Breeo, LLC warrants no 
WZXY�YMWTZLM�TW�GZWS�YMWTZLM�KTW�F�UJWNTI�TKܪ�[J����^JFWX�
KWTR�UZWHMFXJ��.K�F�UWTIZHY�NX�HT[JWJI�G^�YMNX�QNRNYJI�
\FWWFSY^��'WJJT��11(��FY�NYX�TUYNTS��\NQQ�WJUFNW�TW�WJUQFHJ�
\NYM�F�SJ\�UWTIZHY�KWJJ�TK�HMFWLJ��J]HQZINSL�FS^�FUUQNHF-
ble shipping and handling charges. If the product being 
warranted has been discontinued, the replacement prod-
ZHY�\NQQ�GJ�TK�JVZFQ�TW�XNRNQFW�[FQZJ��&QYJWNSL�FS^�'WJJT�
UWTIZHY��TW�ZXNSL�YMJ�UWTIZHY�NS�FS^�\F^�TYMJW�YMFS�YMJ�
NSYJSIJI�ZXJ��\NQQ�[TNI�YMNX�1NKJYNRJ�<FWWFSY^��*]HJUY�FX�
UWT[NIJI�FGT[J��ST�\FWWFSY^�NX�TKKJWJI�TS�WZXY��UFNSY�TW�
�SNXMJX�IZJ�YT�GJNSL�RFIJ�\NYM�RFYJWNFQ�\NYM�UTYJSYNFQܪ
KTW�HTWWTXNTS��8YJJQ�UWTIZHYX�\NQQ�IJ[JQTU�F�SFYZWFQ�NWTS�
T]NIJ�UFYNSF�T[JW�YNRJ� 

'WJJT��11(ѣX�QNFGNQNY^�FSI�TGQNLFYNTS�NX�QNRNYJI�YT�WJUFNW�TW�
replacement of the product, at their option. The purchas-
JW�RZXY�UWT[NIJ�'WJJT��11(�\NYM�UMTYTX�TK�YMJ�UWTIZHYѣX�
IJKJHYX�KTW�J[FQZFYNTS��:UTS�FUUWT[FQ�TK�\FWWFSY^��'WJJT��
LLC will issue a return for repair, or return for exchange 
TK�YMJ�IJKJHYN[J�UWTIZHY� 

9MNX�\FWWFSY^�ITJX�STY�HT[JW�IFRFLJ�TW�UWTIZHY�KFNQZWJ�
HFZXJI�G^�STWRFQ�\JFW�FSI�YJFW��FHHNIJSY��RNXZXJ��
SJLQNLJSHJ��YFRUJWNSL��RTINܪHFYNTSX��FHY�TK�\FW��T[JW-
loading, improper attachment, improper maintenance, 
or failure to maintain. Breeo, LLC is held harmless for 
FS^�NSOZW^�TW�IJFYM�HFZXJI�G^�YMJ�RNXZXJ�TK�YMNX�UWTIZHY��
9MNX�\FWWFSY^�ITJX�STY�HT[JW�IFRFLJ�HFZXJI�G^�UWTUJW�
TW�NRUWTUJW�ZXJ�TK�TZW�UWTIZHYX�YT�FS^�XZWWTZSINSL�
surfaces, structures, or furnishings. This includes, but is 
not limited to, discoloration or damage to a patio or deck 
XZWKFHJ��KZWSNYZWJ��MTZXJ��TW�FS^�TYMJW�XYWZHYZWJ� 

9MNX�\FWWFSY^�LN[JX�^TZ�XUJHNܪH�QJLFQ�WNLMYX�UWT[NINSL�
said product is put to its proper designated use. 
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